
Hourly Interview Guide

Expectation Hiring Model  
Follow the process outlined in this interview guide to increase the predictability of success in role. Provide expectations to 

the candidate, hear the candidate's expectations, and describe the role/culture of your restaurant and Chili’s. Be sure to 
bring the Chilihead Commitment to life and create a sense of belonging during the interview! 

Candidates Name: Interviewer:

Date: How did you hear about us?

Candidates Phone #: Interested Position:

PART 1: APPLICATION/AVAILABILITY

READ THE FOLLOWING ALOUD: CIRCLE: NOTES:

Ask, “Have you completed an application yet? YES / NO

Ask, “Are you available to work DAY AND/OR 
EVENINGS?” Confirm Start Date.

YES / NO

Ask, “Are you available to work WEEKENDS?”
Confirm days.

YES / NO

Ask, “Are you unavailable any DAY of the week?” 
Confirm days.

YES / NO

PART 2: JOB / CANDIDATE EXPECTATIONS
Discussing realistic job expectations with the candidate increases predictability of success in role. This allows you to be 
honest with the candidate and allows the candidate to be honest with you if they have any concerns about the role.  Use 
story telling to share what it’s like to work in your restaurant and provide an overview of the following:

FOH Candidates:
• Provide a customized dining experience to every Guest.
• Learn our menu to explain offerings and upsell Guest.
• Serve food Hot & Fast; serving multiple tables, partnering with other Team Members.
• Engage with all types of Guests  (you may run into unhappy Guests!).
• Keep our dining room clean and tidy. 
HOH Candidates:
• Assure food is cooked and prepped correctly. Food quality is a must.
• Team Member must be able to keep up with the pace of the restaurant in all roles.

• Execute Hot & Fast; explain how this looks different in each role.
• The job requires working in kitchen conditions (it gets hot over the grill, standing for longer periods of time, 

working independently)
You should expect your leaders and Team Members to create an environment where you have sense of belonging and are 

recognized for a job well done. You will have the opportunity have fun, grow and enjoy great perks.”

ASK: “Based on the description, does it sound like something you would be interested in? What concerns do you have?”

Decision Point: Based on Part 1 and Part 2, are candidate expectations of the role aligned to restaurant / 
job expectations?  Yes/No (Circle one)                       

If yes, move to Part 3: Hospitality Interview. If no, thank the candidate for their time and encourage them 
to return as a Guest at any time.



PART 3: HOSPITALITY INTERVIEW

Q1) Talk to me about your previous work or relevant experiences. If you have not worked in the past, why do you want 
to work in the restaurant industry?

Q2) What does Teamwork look like to you? For example, if your Manager calls you to work on your day off, how do you 
respond? 

Q3) What does hospitality mean to you? For example, a large group of guests just arrived – how do you prepare? 
(NOTE: FOH and HOH will prepare differently – make sure to listen for the appropriate responses)

Q4) What do you think will be the hardest part of this job? Are you willing to get through the hard parts? 

READ THE FOLLOWING ALOUD
“I’m going to read questions to get to know you, your experiences and how you might react to these hospitality 
situations. For each question, I would like you to do two things for each question:

• Describe how YOU would respond to the situation/question, AND..
• Explain WHY.” Follow with, “Do you have any questions?”

Once the candidate has given their response, check the box that best identifies how they answered:

Decision Point: OFFER
1. Briefly review data in parts 1-3

Candidate Meets Expectations
Candidate Doesn’t Meet Expectations

2. Extending a job offer? *circle one*
Yes / No

(If Yes, which role? Clarify next steps around completing the offer letter, application and/or background check, 
pay rate and anticipated first day on the job.  Once communicated, follow the onboarding process in Taleo to 
hire the candidate.)
(If No: Thank the candidate for their time and encourage them to return as a Guest at any time.)

3. Preferred start date:

Good
Candidate gives examples of 

interacting with guests, speaks 
positively; shows signs of not 

taking initiative

Better
Candidate gives detail examples 
of taking initiative and positive 

interactions with guests

Best
Candidate gives examples of 

taking the initiative to keep the 
restaurant clean, speaks positively  
and demonstrates accountability

Good
Candidate gives examples of a 

positive attitude; may not 
respond well to asking to step in 

when needed 

Better
Candidate demonstrates the 

eagerness to be a team player 
and stepping in where needed

Best
Candidate demonstrates a 

positive attitude, willing to be a 
team player and play restaurant

Good
Candidate gives examples of 

working together to get the job 
done; no real answers or thought 

behind what hospitality means 

Better
Candidate gives example of 

working together as a team and 
treating everyone fairly

Best
Candidate demonstrates 

behaviors showing that every 
guest counts by creating a great 

guest experience

Good
Candidate gives examples of 

dealing with difficult guests; no 
real understanding of the 

role/industry

Better
Candidate shows an 

understanding of what the job 
expectations are and what it 

entails daily

Best
Candidate knows the role and the 
hospitality industry; understands 

the work environment and 
delivers food perfection to each 

guest


